Apprio is a leading provider of specialized technology solutions in the homeland security and emergency management market and supports our public-sector clients through a variety of service offerings. These include program/project management, training and exercises, credentialing, application development, systems integration, and operations and maintenance.

We are experts in agile development, architecture development, enterprise resource planning, data warehousing, web-based applications support, database management and systems engineering. During the last two decades, Apprio has cultivated trusted partnerships with government clients within the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the Department of Defense (DoD) and the Department of Veterans Affairs by hiring and retaining the most talented technology professionals in the industry. Apprio also delivers specialized services to health, defense and international development markets.
Apprio provides a wide range of analytical support for FEMA’s Office of Assessment and Analytics in the Field Operations Directorate. Apprio supported the development and implementation of FEMA Qualification System. Apprio supports FEMA’s Center for Domestic Preparedness training for preparedness, protection and response. For the Business Management Division, Apprio assisted with managing elements of the personnel program.

USCG: Apprio developed and implemented the medical credentialing and safety components of the USCG’s integrated healthcare information system. Apprio developed a hazard assessment tool to digitize the process of taking in human factors, known risks and subjective measures when assessing hazardous risks.

U.S. Army, U.S. Army Medical Department: Apprio supports the Army Medical Department Professional Management Command Credentialing Division by providing centralized healthcare credentialing and privileging support to the healthcare providers in the U.S. Army Reserve.

HHS: Apprio developed the Integrated Centralized Execution Platform that provides decision tools for financial planning. Apprio developed the National Disaster Medical Systems’ (NDMS) Disaster Medical Information Suite that comprises the electronic medical records, joint patient assessment and tracking system, and the health information repository modules. Apprio developed and supported the responder management system used to streamline the deployment of NDMS responders to training events and operational deployments.

HHS Administration for Children and Families: Apprio developed a customized electronic case management system for electronic management of disaster survivors for the Federal Immediate Disaster Case Management program. Apprio developed a learning management system (LMS) to provide virtual trainings to the entire program including 300+ disaster responders.

USAID: Apprio provides a wide range of specialized staffing support to assist the U.S. Global Development Lab in dealing with the U.S.’s development and foreign policy priorities.